
Begin the conversation by asking a Team 
Member to sit with you and discuss their 
availability. 
 • “Before you get started on your shift, let’s 
     catch up and discuss your availability.” 
 • “Let’s see if there are some opportunities  
    to get you more shifts so you and the  
    restaurant can succeed.”

Briefly highlight how working more shifts 
helps them earn more money, helps the 
restaurant perform better, and creates 
a better Guest Experience. Provide 
encouraging feedback to make sure they 
know they are valued.
 • “You really deliver on the Guest  
     Experience when you are working a shift,  
     which I can clearly see on the TM 
     dashboard! I’d really love to see how we     
     can expand on that and get you more 
     hours in front of Guests and more money 
     in your pocket.”

Align on benefits of having a more flexible 
schedule.
 • “Honestly, we all win when you are flexible   
    with your schedule–you, the Guest and the 
    brand.” 
 • “So let’s talk about how I can help 
    and what I need from you in return.”
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STEP 1: DISCUSS WHAT’S 

IN IT FOR THEM

Discuss your commitment to help them work more shifts 
and make great money. Explain how being available will 
help improve restaurant performance. 
 • “We want your help to get our Restaurant back to 
    pre-Covid sales, and we can only do that with your  
    commitment.“
 • “This benefits you as well, as you will be earning more  
    when you work more shifts.” 

Go through each day and each shift with them using the 
Team Member Availability Form, and determine their 
availability as you fill out the form. 
 • “Let’s start with Thursday and go through Wednesday and  
     see what your availability looks like for each shift 
     of the day.”

Offer a compromise if needed, such as working every other 
Sunday if they can’t commit to every Sunday.

If upcoming high traffic days are on the horizon (local 
events, sports games, holidays) ask if they would be willing 
to work those days and make even more extra income.
 • “Our busy season is around the corner, and we can  
    always use some extra hands to help out, and of course  
    that’s always a great time to earn some extra cash.” 
 
Share your commitment:
• Scheduling them with a Team Member they enjoy 

working with
• Scheduling them so they can make the most money 

possible

STEP 2: SHARE OUR 
COMMITMENT

Ask the TM to commit to more availability so 
the restaurant is fully staffed and operational 
every shift. 
 “If I can deliver on my commitments to you,  
 what will you be committed to do for us and our 
 Guests?”
  • “If you have more availability in your schedule, I 
     can get you more shifts, which means more      
     money for you to use on upcoming expenses.”
  • “In return, I’ll do my best to schedule you with 
      TMs you work well with.” 

Wrap it up with a summary of why their 
commitment is important. Remind them of their 
value, and how they are needed to make sure 
the restaurant succeeds.
 • “I want you to understand how important you  
    are to us, and I want to make sure you are  
    compensated properly. The best way to 
    accomplish this is to make sure you keep me 
    posted on your availability, and I will make sure 
    you have shifts to work.”

STEP 3: ASK FOR 
THEIR COMMITMENT

ACES IN PLACES
AVAILABILITY CONVERSATION
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Having an availability conversation with your Team Members will help make your restaurant run more efficiently, with shifts covered and Aces in Places. Use the  

steps below to help lead a conversation with your TM. Conversations should be facilitated by GM if possible.  Before your conversation, keep the following in mind:

  • Don’t assume you know your Team Member’s schedule. Life happens and things change. After conversing, you might find they have more availability than you previously thought.

  • Approach the conversation from the position of benefiting the Team Member, and helping to open back up to full capacity.

  • Make sure you have a copy of the Team Member Availability Form with you as you discuss with the Team Member. (See back)



ACES IN PLACES
AVAILABILITY CONVERSATION

Before you sit down with your Team Member, print the Team Member Availability Form to discuss with your TM. See attached TM Availability Form & 
Staffing Tracker, or locate the form on BrinkerWeb > Forms and Policies > Forms > TM Availability Form & Staffing Tracker

• Find a nice quite spot in the restaurant to have the  
   conversation with the TM. Make sure you have set up the 
   form with First/Last Name of TM and the Date.

• Go through each day with your Team Member,  
   noting their availability and making any notes that  
   will help with scheduling. 

• When 1:1 is complete, sign & date and place
   into your binder.

• Use the drop down arrow and choose “Yes” if the Team 
   Member is available to work that Shift.

• Only select “No” if it is a hard No, otherwise leave blank. 

• When you have completed filling out availability of each Team  
   Member, input updated schedules into HotSchedules. 

• After the conversation, open the Team Member Availability  
   Form & Staffing Tracker to determine overall availability. 

• When determining which tab the TM falls under, go by their  
   primary responsibility. For example, if they mostly work as 
   Host but sometimes fill in as Runner use the Host-ToGo-QA. 

Yes
No


